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We are a product design agency
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[image: ][image: ]In whatever we do, we seek excellence which translates into well-thought-through design solutions in the area of visual communication, web development, and digital ecosystems.
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RESOURCES HAVE NEVER BEEN SO ACCESSIBLE 
We use all of today’s possibilities to bring value to the business.
The 4th Industrial Revolution presents limitless opportunities in business-building. The transference of technology, skills, and expertise across continents is no longer complicated or inefficient. Allow yourself to explore these possibilities. We will help you achieve what you want.
Schedule a call

What we do
We partner with clients to provide comprehensive solutions and enable the efficient operation of a business in this modern economy. 

Brand Development
Visual Communication
Unique Value Proposition
Market Research
Segmentation
Brand Systems
Learn more

E-commerce
Integrations
360 Digital Ecosystems
Front-end Development
Back-end Development
Maintenance & Support
Learn more
Product Development
Problem Definition
UX/UI Design
Workshops
Software Development
Support
Learn more

Web Development
Creative Direction
SEO Strategy
UX/UI Design
Development
Testing & QA
Learn more





We help companies craft their future
Design and technology have never been so integral for business operations. Our expertise enables us to understand the challenges and opportunities that come with innovation.


ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE
We follow trends and the latest technologies
However, that’s not all that matters. Along with always seeking to understand state-of-the-art smart technologies, we go above and beyond and focus on good communication with you, your team, and other stakeholders.



IT’S COMMON SENSE
No buzz-words, just honest conversation about goals
We promise to listen to what you need and create in a way that reflects your goals. Your business is part of ours, and we treat your endeavors like our own.



FUTURE-PROOF THINKING
Good design stands the test of time
We don't just design for one single moment, we design to stand the test of time. We believe that a well-thought-through design will outpace any trend. Our approach to strategizing and visualizing is to focus on the long-term effects - whatever we create, it must remain timeless.



vation


PRECISION IN PROBLEM-SOLVING
We foster a culture of getting to the root of a challenge
It’s a bit like gardening. You need to understand the origin of the problem to then develop solutions. We take our time to understand the bigger picture so we can achieve higher-quality solutions.
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CREATIVITY AND INSPIRATION
Creativity is a tool that solves complex business problems
In its purest sense, creativity is simply problem-solving. It’s the ability to consider all possible avenues and tools and to craft a solution that bridges the gap between the necessary and the extraordinary.



DEAL WITH IT
“We don’t do it because it’s easy, we do it because it’s hard”
Nothing valuable comes without effort. We get that, so we are ready to go the extra mile for you just to make amazing things happen. We promise to treat your endeavors like they were our own.



GLOBAL THINKING
We are a bunch of global citizens
We are no longer limited to geographical boundaries. Our international team and global mindset allow us to craft designs that transcend international constraints and speak precision and innovation, regardless of language.




We are a team of dedicated professionals who aim for more than just doing their job. We think big, we want more, and we are curious about the future.









”We felt well looked after and I believe we’ve got an innovative communication strategy in our niche.”

Negin RahmaniFounder and Managing Director at atComplete Phase Consulting


After meeting with multiple marketers to do the branding for my company, I felt very comfortable going ahead with Michal. He took a genuine interest in my business and went above and beyond to ensure I was happy with the branding of my business. I got a very good response from the people I work with. I like the agility of the brand they developed and numerous way we can use the brand assets in our communication. I have enjoyed working with Kate and Michal and would highly recommend takemedia.
See the project




The team dedicated to us was very effective.

Martina ClarkFounder and Director atCarers Couch


With no hesitation, I can say that we have put our online presence to the next level. It was a very valuable experience and I am confident that I got much more than what was initially scoped and proposed. The team went beyond!
See the portfolio




We were impressed with the client's level of service and inclusion in the design every step of the way.

Steve HallFounder atBeealigned Coaching and Consultancy


I really couldn't believe the level of service, Michal kept me across where the project was at every week it was under development, and listened to all my feedback and everything I asked for, nothing was too difficult or unachievable. This was really helpful and every tweak of the design and feature I asked for was achieved, so I couldn't be happier with the result and the service, a really professional and enjoyable experience.
See the portfolio
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[image: ]We make beautiful digital products including websites, e-commerce sites, web and mobile applications, custom integrations, and software solutions. Aside from a strong understanding of technology, we provide high-end design solutions providing full-service branding and visual communication services.

See us on DesignRush
 


We are a product—design company

Get in touch
How can we help you?
How can we help you?Product Design/DevelopmentE-commerceCustom softwareBrand developmentWeb/App development

How did you hear about us?
How did you hear about us?LinkedInReferral from an existing clientEmailGoogle AdsSocial MediaI talked to you guys
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Get in touch



Europe and Middle Eastul. Swarożyca 6A61-615 PoznańPoland
+48 603 330 450[email protected]Get directions


Australia and AsiaLevel 11, 580 Collins StMelbourne 3000Victoria, Australia
+61 424 670 106[email protected]Get directions



© takemedia digital
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